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AT A GLANCE

REGULAR SECTIONS INCLUDE:

• News

• Behind the scenes analysis

• Capabilities

• Interviews with key decision makers

• Skills and workforce

• Events

Defence Business is the official publication of the Defence Teaming Centre (DTC) and is published twice a year.
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MAILED BY NAME TO PRIME DEFENCE 
CONTRACTORS, SMALL & MEDIUM 

ENTERPRISES, (SME) AND PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE PROVIDERS WHO  

ARE ENGAGED IN THE SUPPLY, SUPPORT 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF DEFENCE  

& RELATED CAPABILITIES.

Print issues distributed via the official database of the DTC 
and at trade shows, such as Land Forces, as well as digitally 
online at www.dtc.org.au and www.boylen.com.au

5,000
READERS PER ISSUE

Mailed by name to Prime Defence contractors, Small & Medium Enterprises (SME) and Professional Service Providers who are 
engaged in the supply, support and development of defence & related capabilities.
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RATES

DEADLINES

SPECS

April 2024 September 2024 
Land Forces 11-13 September 2024

Booking Friday 8 March 2024
Material Friday 15 March 2024
Published Wednesday 3 April 2024

Booking Friday 9  August 2024
Material Friday 16 August 2024
Published 4 Sep 2024

Please note: Deadlines subject to change.Cancellations MUST be received in writing by the booking date.

Full Page 
240mm (w) x 320mm (h)  
+ 3mm bleed

1/2 Page
240mm (w) x 160mm (h) 
+ 3mm bleed

1/4 Page V
107mm (w) x 150mm (h)

1/4 Page H
215mm (w) x 80mm (h)

Supplied Material
Artwork can be sent via email or online transfer. Please 
ensure all artwork is supplied at high resolution 
(300dpi/ppi) with a minimum of 3mm bleed around all 
edges for full and 1/2 page ads. When supplying as PDF 
please ensure all fonts are embedded. When supplying 
artwork in InDesign or other layout/creative formats, 
please include all resources (i.e. links and fonts).

For artwork that features a white background, a grey 
border must be applied to define the edge of the ad. 
The border must be 40% black, 0.5pt stroke weight.

Please note: JPG, PNG, Word, Publisher & 
Powerpoint files will not be accepted.

Size Rate

Full Page $3,300 + GST

1/2 Page $1,950 + GST

1/4 Page $1,200 + GST 

Outside Back Cover $3,850 + GST

Inside Front Cover $3,700 + GST

Inserts
Price on application.

Discounts
Applicable for long term bookings. 15% discount for members of 
the Defence Teaming Centre.

Design Service
We have an in-house graphic design department which is available 
for the development of advertisements. We also specialise in web 
development.

Terms & Conditions
All advertising must adhere to the normal Terms and Conditions 
and acceptance of material is subject to approval. Charges apply  
for advertising production. 
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AVALON
2023
Addressing Drone Capability Gap

Fast-track Solutions To Skills Crisis

DTC Lobbies DSR & Immigration Reviews
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AVALON
Tens of thousands of defence delegates from some 30 

countries will converge on the AVALON 2023 Aerospace 

& Defence Exposition from 28 February to 5 March.

The event will bring together military and civil aviation, 

aerospace, land and air defence. Highlights will include 

the specialist conference, symposia and congress 

program, as well as a Careers and Skills STEM day.

The previous AVALON attracted 15 Service Chiefs, nine 

National Armament Directors and 24 Chief of Air Force 

representatives.

Defence Strategic Review Imminent

Two critical reports will dominate conversation at 

AVALON this year, whether or not they have been 

released.

One is the Defence Strategic Review (DSR).

There are many who believe the Federal Government  

will be urged to make “bold” and “radical” decisions.

However, the government was ‘playing its cards  

close to its chest’ as Defence Business went to print.

After receiving the DSR’s interim report, the Prime 

Minister, Anthony Albanese, signalled that the 

recommendations would focus on “self-reliance”, 

urgency and “defence assets… fit for purpose”.

None of that was particularly new.

“I predict the Smith-Houston review will be more  

radical than many are expecting,” George Brandis,  

the former UK High Commissioner and Federal  

Minister, wrote in the Sydney Morning Herald.

“… this will almost certainly be their last chance to  

put their permanent stamp on our military posture.

“They can be expected to be bold.”

What will that mean for Australia’s air deterrent,  

defence and attack capabilities?

For Air 7404?

For the ADF’s long-range strike capability?

For UAVs, USAF capability on Australian soil,  

aerospace spending?

AUKUS Waiting Game

The second talking point will be an announcement 

on the AUKUS submarines. This is expected to closely 

coincide with the release of the DSR. Story on p20. 

Impediment to Growth

As Australia holds its collective breath in anticipation  

of a decision from AUKUS, the DTC is taking a broader 

view of defence contracts.

“A lot of companies have been disappointed, both  

with the removal of the French contract and the delay  

in the LAND 400 decision,” said Audra McCarthy, CEO 

of DTC.

“And that’s the real challenge we have here. 

“The DTC is focused on building a thriving sector of 

medium-sized businesses.

“But smaller companies can’t grow into medium-sized 

businesses if the work and purchase orders are not flowing. 

“The ‘stop-start’ approach doesn’t allow them to take 

the appropriate risks they need to take to build their 

businesses. 

“In the current environment, small businesses can’t  

really pursue an aggressive - or even a constant - defence 

sector growth strategy because the work is just not there. 

“We’ve got too many peaks and peaks and troughs.

“Unpredictable peaks and troughs.”
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Royal Australian Air Force F/A-18F Super Hornet and EA-

18G Growler aircraft at RAAF Base Darwin in the Northern 

Territory, during Exercise Diamond Storm 2022.


